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General Comment 

There is an old saying: Don't do the crime if you can't Do the time 
(https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Don%27t+do+the+crime%2C+if
+you+can%27t+do+the+time.). 
 
This means no "Get out of Jail Free" cards!!! This is not the game Monopoly. Any 
marketplace gaming or manipulation to gain an unfair advantage is a CRIME and 
deserves no exemption. Fraud is the worst Crime against a free, fair and open market. 
Whether Fraud occurs via price manipulations, Dark pools, front running orders ahead 
of others, etc. . . all are types of manipulations & Fraud. 
 
All are crimes but the biggest crime is selling something you do not have and/or 
failing to deliver (FTD). Naked Short selling is pure fraud and any firm involved and 
knowingly supporting this fraudulent, criminal activity deserves NO EXEMPTION 
and should be held liable to the maximum extent of the law with triple damages at a 
minimum. 
 
Moreover, the SEC's role is to maintain a free open and fair marketplace and look out 
for investors so as to strengthen the foundation and economic pillars of the US 
economy through investment in companies that can grow & prosper. Companies that 



grow & prosper make a country's economy grow & prosper. 
 
Thus activities that hinder this or crimes & fraud that destroys values is akin to 
[redacted]. The US Constitution has set out clear sentencing with no exemption for the 
crime of [redacted] including [redacted] for all to see. Thus as a fellow American and 
Patriot, I kindly ask the SEC to not grant exemptions to criminals & [redacted]. 
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